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Abstract Emiliania huxleyi is a unicellular marine phytoplankton species known to play a significant role in global
biogeochemistry. Through the dual roles of photosynthesis
and production of calcium carbonate (calcification), carbon
is transferred from the atmosphere to ocean sediments.
Almost nothing is known about the molecular mechanisms
that control calcification, a process that is tightly regulated
within the cell. To initiate proteomic studies on this
important and phylogenetically remote organism, we have
devised efficient protein extraction protocols and developed
a bioinformatics pipeline that allows the statistically robust
assignment of proteins from MS/MS data using preexisting
EST sequences. The bioinformatics tool, termed BUDAPEST (Bioinformatics Utility for Data Analysis of Proteomics using ESTs), is fully automated and was used to
search against data generated from three strains. BUDA-

PEST increased the number of identifications over standard
protein database searches from 37 to 99 proteins when data
were amalgamated. Proteins involved in diverse cellular
processes were uncovered. For example, experimental
evidence was obtained for a novel type I polyketide
synthase and for various photosystem components. The
proteomic and bioinformatic approaches developed in this
study are of wider applicability, particularly to the oceanographic community where genomic sequence data for
species of interest are currently scarce.

Bethan M. Jones and Richard J. Edwards contributed equally to this
work.

Coccolithophores are unicellular eukaryotic algae comprising over 200 extant species (Jordan and Green 1994). Since
the mid-Mesozoic, coccolithophores have played an extremely important role in the global carbon cycle through
the uptake of CO2 by photosynthesis. They are members of
a diverse group of marine phytoplankton which, despite
being responsible for only 0.2% of global primary producer
biomass, contribute to nearly 50% of global net primary
productivity (Field et al. 1998). Coccolithophores also
influence carbon fluxes in the ocean by calcification, the
biogenic process of calcite (CaCO3) production through the
intracellular precipitation of CaCO3 into elaborate plate-like
structures termed coccoliths. These are then extruded to the
cell surface and can subsequently fall to the seabed where
they can be preserved for long geological periods. In the
present-day ocean, coccolithophores are thought to be one
of the most predominant sources of CaCO3 in deep-sea
sediments (Milliman 1993; Westbroek et al. 1993), thereby
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forming extensive carbon reservoirs. Coccoliths may form
between 20% and 80% of total sedimentary carbonate in
marine environments, depending on the region studied
(Baumann et al. 2004).
The most abundant and cosmopolitan representative of
this important group of phytoplankton, Emiliania huxleyi
(Lohmann) Hay et Mohler, has additional significance. The
species has the capability to form mesoscale, largely
monospecific blooms in high-latitude regions (Brown and
Yoder 1994; Iglesias-Rodriguez et al. 2002) where cell
concentrations can reach over a million cells per litre
(Holligan et al. 1993; Tyrrell and Merico 2004). These
blooms, sometimes over 250,000 km2 in area (Holligan et
al. 1993), are detectable by satellite imagery (Balch et al.
1991; Holligan et al. 1993; Brown and Yoder 1994) and
influence how much CO2 is taken up by the ocean in the
bloom vicinity (Balch et al. 1991; Holligan et al. 1993;
Robertson et al. 1994; Tyrrell and Merico 2004). Several
thousand tonnes of CaCO3 are precipitated in each bloom
event (de Vrind-de Jong and de Vrind 1997).
As the ecological and biogeochemical importance of
coccolithophores has become recognized, the physiology
and biochemistry of E. huxleyi are being increasingly studied
(Paasche 2001). Additionally, genetic studies are now also
underway (Wahlund et al. 2004a, b; Nguyen et al. 2005;
Quinn et al. 2006; Dyhrman et al. 2006). However, many
basic scientific questions regarding E. huxleyi still remain
unanswered; for example, the molecular biology underlying
both the processes of calcification and bloom formation is
almost completely unknown. No proteins have yet been
isolated with a confirmed role in coccolith formation, and the
molecular mechanisms behind this process remain elusive.
Whilst a fully annotated genome for the species is not
currently available, there are public sequence data for ESTs
(Wahlund et al. 2004a, b). This resource, coupled with the
availability of high-throughput, MS-based proteomic technologies, could allow large-scale studies on E. huxleyi at the
protein level to characterize its biochemistry and response to
changes in environmental conditions. However, this would
first require methods to isolate proteins from E. huxleyi cells
in a robust and reproducible manner. Additionally, it would
be necessary to identify proteins for a species that currently
shows taxonomical isolation whilst also utilizing EST data of
unknown quality.
This paper describes the development of methods for the
extraction of proteins from E. huxleyi for proteomic studies
and an initial survey of its proteome. Protein identification
was facilitated by an efficient in-house software
pipeline—“Bioinformatics Utility for Data Analysis of
Proteomics using ESTs” (BUDAPEST)—that allows the
robust identification of proteins from ESTs using MS/MS
data. The high degree of automation associated with data
generation is likely to be of use for non-specialists. BUDA-
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PEST is not species-specific and could therefore be of
significant use to the oceanographic community where few
genome sequences currently exist for species of biogeochemical interest. This study represents a significant increase in our
knowledge of the biology and biochemistry of E. huxleyi,
whilst the techniques developed will also assist our understanding of the biochemical and molecular processes that
affect the global carbon cycle both today and in the future.

Materials and Methods
Algal Cultures and Media
E. huxleyi strain NZEH (also known as Plymouth M219 or
CAWPO 6 ‘A’) was obtained from the Plymouth Culture
Collection of Marine Algae (UK). Strains CCMP1516 and
CCMP371 were obtained from the Provasoli-Guillard
National Centre for the Culture of Marine Phytoplankton
(Maine, USA). All strains were grown in batch cultures
using 0.22 μm filter-sterilized f/2 medium (Guillard and
Ryther 1962; Guillard 1975). Cultures were maintained in
the exponential stage of growth at 18°C and exposed to a
12:12-h light/dark light cycle with a light irradiance of
80 μmol quantam−2 s−1. For washing of cells, an artificial
seawater medium lacking nitrate, phosphate and CaCO3
was used (Riegman et al. 2000).
Protein Extraction
Boiling E. huxleyi cells in SDS-PAGE final sample buffer or
moderate sonication (<10 bursts at 10 s until all cells were
lysed) gave poor quality results (Fig. 1). In contrast, both
extensive sonication termed “hypersonication” (twenty-five
10-s bursts of sonication) and moderate sonication following
extracellular decalcification with HCl proved to be extremely
reproducible methods for the production of extracts suitable
for GeLC-MS/MS analyses (Fig. 1), but only when proteins
were precipitated from lysates using acetone. As the
continued presence of CaCO3 in samples prepared by
hypersonication might interfere with some types of analyses,
samples were processed by decalcification, which was
successful for heavily calcified strains (NZEH and
CCMP371) and for the moderately calcifying strain
CCMP1516.
At the end of the exponential growth phase, 4 L of culture
containing approximately 3.19×109–1.13×1010 cells was
decalcified following a modified version of the coccolith
removal method originally described by Linschooten et al.
(1991). HCl (100 mM) was added dropwise to the culture
until pH 5.0 was reached. After 2 min, rapid readjustment to
the original culture pH was made using 100 mM NaOH.
Following decalcification, cell integrity was checked by
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acrylamide gels (Invitrogen; dimensions: 8.0×8.0 cm). After
visualisation with 0.2% colloidal CBB, each gel lane was
excised, cut in 28 equal-sized pieces (each approximately
2.5×7.0 mm) and subjected to in situ trypsin digestion
following the method of Shevchenko et al. (1996). Tandem
mass spectrometry was performed as previously described
(Skipp et al. 2005). Briefly, the resulting peptides were
separated by nanocapillary RP-LC using a Waters C18 RP,
3 μm, 100 Å (150 mm×75 μm, i.d.) column (Waters,
Elstree, UK) and were subsequently electrosprayed into a
quadrupole time-of-flight tandem mass spectrometer (Q-Tof
Global Ultima, Waters) fitted with a nanoLockSpray™
source (Waters). A survey scan was acquired from m/z
300–1,700 and the switching criteria for MS to MS/MS
included ion intensity and charge state. The collision energy
used to perform MS/MS was varied according to the mass
and charge state of the eluting peptide.
Protein Identifications from Protein Databases
Fig. 1 SDS-PAGE of proteins of E. huxleyi (strain NZEH) extracted
using the original moderate sonication method (a), the decalcification
method (b) and by hypersonication (c) as described in “Materials and
Methods”. Gels were stained with colloidal CBB and molecular
weight markers are indicated on the left-hand side. a Vertical streaking
caused by interfering chemicals that are removed in the decalcification/hypersonication protocols (b, c). The proteins in b were analysed
by GeLC-MS/MS

microscopy prior to harvesting by centrifugation (3,500×g,
5 min at 4°C) and four washes with an artificial seawater
medium (Riegman et al. 2000). The resulting pellet of
decalcified cells was resuspended in 10 mL of 100 mM
triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB) at pH 8.0, 4°C
(Sigma Aldrich, Poole, UK) and sonicated on ice for six
10-s bursts (1-min intervals between bursts) using a VC300
Vibracell sonicator (Sonics and Materials, USA) with a
20-kHz frequency, 10% duty cycle and an output of 3. Cell
extracts were centrifuged at 4,630×g for 30 min to pellet cell
debris and the supernatants were snap frozen and stored
at −80°C. After gentle thawing at room temperature, supernatants were precipitated in 10× volume −20°C acetone
overnight and proteins collected by centrifugation at
21,250×g, 4°C for 20 min. The resulting pellet was
resuspended in NuPAGE 4× LDS sample buffer (Invitrogen,
Paisley, UK) or 100 mM TEAB with 0.1% (w/v) SDS
through 10-min incubation at 37°C and several cycles of
vigorous mixing and bath ultrasonication.

Peak lists were generated using Mascot Distiller v.2.2 (Matrix
Science, London, UK) and MS/MS data were searched against
the NCBI-nr database. Data were also searched against a
taxonomically restricted database, which contained 196,774
proteins (93,921,998 residues), and was constructed from all
Alveolata, Cryptophyta, Haptophyceae, Rhodophyta and
Stramenopile sequences from UniProtKB Release 15.1
(UniProt 2008) in addition to the proteome from the closest
available full genome sequence, that of Thalassiosira
pseudonana (Armbrust et al. 2004). This database was
constructed in an attempt to maximize the coverage of closely
related taxa but minimize the redundancy generated by
excessively large databases. Both searches were performed
using the Mascot search engine (Matrix Science) with parent
mass tolerance set at 150 ppm and fragment mass tolerance at
0.25 Da. Carbamidomethylation was also set as a fixed
modification, oxidation of methionine as a variable modification, and a maximum of one missed cleavage was allowed.
The significance threshold for search results was set at p<
0.05, and only proteins with 2+ supporting peptides were
accepted. To remove redundancy issues due to the presence
of proteins from multiple species, non-E. huxleyi proteins
were only accepted if they had 2+ supporting peptides that
were not found in identified E. huxleyi proteins. These were
then annotated using homology to known proteins and
phylogenetic context as will be described below (Electronic
Supplementary Materials (ESM) Data 1).

One-dimensional SDS-PAGE and GeLC-MS/MS
Resuspensions were centrifuged at 21,250×g for 30 min to
pellet insoluble material and proteins in the supernatant were
reduced with 0.5 M DTT. Approximately 30 μg of protein
was fractionated on NuPAGE 4–12% gradient SDS poly-

Protein Identifications from ESTs Using the BUDAPEST
Pipeline
Data were searched with Mascot against 90,100 E. huxleyi
ESTs downloaded from NCBI-dbEST using the search
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term: “Emiliania huxleyi”[orgn:_txid2903] (20/10/2008).
Results were used to assign peptides to proteins using an
in-house software pipeline known as BUDAPEST (http://
www.personal.soton.ac.uk/re1u06/software/budapest/;
Fig. 2).
Conversion of ESTs to RF Translations
Mascot identifies ESTs using peptides from all six possible
reading frame (RF) translations, and so the first stage of
BUDAPEST identified and filtered out incorrect RFs and
erroneous Mascot matches of peptides to these RFs. Each
initially identified EST was first translated in all six RFs, and
any RFs containing open reading frames (ORFs) of 10+
contiguous amino acid residues (i.e. without interrupting stop
codons) were considered as candidates for the correct (i.e.
coding) RF for that EST. If the sense strand could be predicted
by the presence of a 3′ poly-A repeat or 5′ poly-T repeat (≥10
nucleotides), only the three sense RFs were considered and
these were truncated at the 3′-proximal stop codon to exclude
obvious 3′ UTR sequences. In silico translations (including
internal stop codons) of these candidate RFs were then searched
against the taxonomically restricted protein database (described
above) using the BLASTP algorithm (e<10−4; Altschul et al.
1997). To minimize the inclusion of probable UTRs and/or
sequencing frameshifts, any translations with BLASTdetectable homology (e<10−4) to a protein in the database
were truncated if necessary so that only translated ORFs
overlapping the BLAST local alignments were retained (i.e.
both ends were removed up to, and including, any translated
stop codons that flanked the region involved in the BLAST
alignment; if no such flanking stop codon was present, the
translated ORF was retained up to the end of the sequence).
Translations with BLAST hits were assumed to represent
the true coding RF, and therefore, any translations of
different RFs from the same EST that did not themselves
have BLAST-detectable (e < 10−4) homologues in the
database were removed from the analysis. If none of the
RF translations for a given EST had a BLAST-detectable
homologue, all of the candidate translations were kept
without additional truncation. As a final step, translations
were compared against the original Mascot output derived
from the MS/MS data. Any peptides that did not match the
processed RF translations were removed. Conversely,
processed RF translations that did not match any peptides
were also excluded.
Consensus Sequence Generation
Because ESTs represent redundant and partial sequences, it
was possible that several ESTs encoded different stretches
of the same protein and hence could be combined for
identification purposes. Translations that were wholly or
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partially overlapping by ≥20 amino acids (at ≥95%
sequence identity) were therefore combined into a single
“consensus” (contig) sequence using another in-house
programme, FIESTA (Fasta Input EST Analysis; http://
www.personal.soton.ac.uk/re1u06/software/fiesta/). Any
consensus sequences that were only supported by a single
peptide derived from Mascot searches of MS/MS data
(hereafter termed “supporting peptides”) were excluded
from the analysis at this stage. The remaining consensus
sequences were then clustered using BLASTP, with all
sequence sharing BLAST-detectable homology (e<10−4)
assigned to the same consensus cluster. Supporting peptides
were then designated as either unique to a consensus
sequence or shared by two or more sequences. Details can
be found in the BUDAPEST manual (available online).
Identification of Proteins from Consensus Sequences
The final stage of the BUDAPEST pipeline assigned protein
identifications to consensus sequences in a phylogenetic
context using sequence homology to known proteins. Each
consensus sequence was used as a query for HAQESAC
(Homologue Alignment Quality, Establishment of Subfamilies and Ancestor Construction; Edwards et al. 2007) in an
automated analysis pipeline to generate multiple sequence
alignments and phylogenetic trees of protein families. Each
query was searched using BLAST against the taxonomically
restricted protein database (described above) and a representative subset of queries (≤50 closest homologues) was
aligned with MAFFT (Katoh and Toh 2008). These were
subsequently used to construct a phylogenetic tree with
1,000 bootstraps using FastTree (Price et al. 2009). Phylogenetic information was then used to identify the consensus
sequences for protein identification. In the case of multi-gene
families, discrete identities were given to different consensus
sequences from the same cluster wherever possible. All trees
and alignments generated are provided as ESM Data 2. All
programmes, datasets and results files are available from
http://www.personal.soton.ac.uk/re1u06/research/ehux/. Data
are available in the PRIDE database (Martens et al. 2005;
www.ebi.ac.uk/pride) under accession no. 9197.
Decoy Search Databases
We performed decoy database searches against the NCBI-nr
database, which provided false discovery rates of 0.81% for
strain NZEH, 0.9% for strain CCMP371 and 4.22% for
strain CCMP1516. As an additional control for the
incorrect matching of E. huxleyi peptides to randomly
translated RFs in BUDAPEST, two additional sequence
databases were created for Mascot searches in all RFs. In
each case, 90,100 decoy ESTs of the same length to those
in the input database were generated using a Monte Carlo
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Fig. 2 Summary of the BUDAPEST workflow. Stages executed by
BUDAPEST workflow are indicated by the dashed box. 1 EST
sequences (as identified by the initial Mascot search) were translated
in all possible reading frames (RFs) using terminal poly-A or poly-T
repeats to identify strand orientation where possible. 2 Poor quality
translations, predicted to be from an incorrect reading frame on the
basis of a BLASTP homology search (e<10−4) against a protein
database (e.g. UniProt), are removed. 3 Any peptides derived from
Mascot searches of MS/MS data (supporting peptides) that only

matched excluded RF translations are removed, as are RF translations
that lack any supporting peptides. 4 The remaining RF translations are
combined into consensus sequences based on overlapping regions of
20+ amino acids at 95%+ sequence identity and annotated using
similarity (if any) to known proteins as established by a second
BLASTP search. 5 Optionally, phylogenetic analysis of consensus
sequences using HAQESAC can be used to improve sequence
annotation and construct the final list of protein identifications

Markov chain method as implemented in RJE_SEQGEN
(http://www.southampton.ac.uk/~re1u06/software/rje_seq/).
For each EST, poly-[AT] repeats were removed, a new
sequence was randomly generated, and then the poly-[AT]
repeat (if present) was reattached. The first EST decoy
database (decoy 1) was generated using nucleotide frequencies alone where the probability of a given nucleotide being
added to the random sequence was determined by its
frequency in the original sequence. The other database
(decoy 2) took trinucleotide frequencies into account,
where the probability of a given nucleotide being added
to the random sequence was determined by the preceding
two nucleotides. MS/MS data obtained from all three E.
huxleyi strains (NZEH, CCMP1516 and CCMP371) were
searched against decoy databases 1 and 2 using Mascot and
the results processed using BUDAPEST.

assessed by gene ontology (GO) terms using QuickGO at
GOA (Barrell et al. 2009; accessed through UniProtKB). The
GO function and location were noted for the closest hit to
each consensus sequence. If there was no annotated GO term
for a given protein or if the protein was not present in
UniProtKB (i.e. T. pseudonana proteome hits), then the term
“not available” was given. Proteins identified by the
taxonomically restricted database search were also annotated
as described.

Gene Ontology Analysis
The functional diversity and subcellular distributions of the
proteins identified by BUDAPEST analysis were broadly

Results
Shotgun Proteomic Analysis Using GeLC-MS/MS
and Protein Identification Using BUDAPEST
Following the development of methods to extract proteins
from E. huxleyi (see “Materials and Methods”), proteins
from cellular lysates of strains NZEH, CCMP1516 and
CCMP371 were fractionated by SDS-PAGE prior to the
excision of gel slices and trypsin treatment. Recovered
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peptides were characterized using nano-LC and MS/MS
and the data searched against a taxonomically restricted
database of proteins from Alveolata, Cryptophyta, Haptophyceae, Rhodophyta and the Stramenopiles using Mascot.
In all, these yielded 37 proteins with significant matches
(ESM Table 1), but only 19 of these were of E. huxleyi
origin, highlighting the lack of genomic sequence information for this organism. Searches were also performed
against NCBI-nr, but yielded no additional protein identifications (data not shown).
To increase the number of proteins identified, the MS/
MS data were searched against an EST database of E.
huxleyi cDNA sequences, yielding a total of 401 hits (ESM
Data 3). However, it was plausible that some peptides were
incorrectly matched to translated RFs derived from ESTs,
thereby causing protein misidentification (Cooper et al.
2007). Therefore, a bioinformatics pipeline (BUDAPEST)
was developed to allow a more rigorous assignment of MS/
MS peptide data to ESTs. This constructed consensus
sequences from corrected RFs to enable the identification of
proteins in a phylogenetic context. It also clustered these
consensus sequences by similarity.
Processing of the data using BUDAPEST yielded 83
consensus sequences in 41 clusters for NZEH, 68 sequences in 33 clusters for CCMP1516 and 63 sequences in 35
clusters for CCMP371. Conservative annotation using
sequence homology and phylogenetics produced at least
80 unique protein identifications when data for all three
strains were combined (ESM Table 2 and Data 3).
Combining data from the EST and protein database
searches (by nomenclature) yielded 99 proteins in total,
representing a substantial increase in protein identifications
compared to the use of protein databases alone and
highlighting the complementary nature of these two
approaches. Protein descriptions were assigned as specifically as possible based on phylogenetic analysis (ESM Data
1 and 2). As with most genome annotations, the assigned
protein descriptions were inferred from annotations of
homologous proteins in other organisms. Thus, the precise
roles of the proteins in E. huxleyi may require experimental
validation even though their assignment to consensus
clusters is unambiguous. Additionally, multiple consensus
sequences in a cluster may represent several protein
variants (e.g. splice isoforms) or different (albeit closely
related) members of a protein family. It was not possible to
distinguish between these two scenarios, so we have
adopted a conservative identification strategy and it is
likely that the number of identifications is a lower estimate.
In contrast to the results from the E. huxleyi EST library,
decoy databases based on mononucleotide frequencies
(decoy 1) and trinucleotide frequencies (decoy 2) each
yielded in total only a single RF with 2+ supporting
peptides from all three strains. We therefore conclude that
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protein identifications using the BUDAPEST pipeline are
likely to be genuine rather than stochastic hits to translations of incorrect RFs.
Diversity of the Identified Proteins
It was important to determine if the protein extraction/
assignment protocols developed in this study yielded a
representative range of proteins from E. huxleyi. Accordingly, we grouped proteins identified by both BUDAPEST
and Mascot searching according to their GO terms to
determine their functional classes and subcellular compartments. Proteins involved in a range of molecular processes
within numerous cellular compartments were detected
(ESM Supplementary Results). For strain NZEH, 30% of
all proteins were membrane-associated proteins, which are
typically difficult to discover using 2-DE. Since the same
protein can have a different function and cellular location in
a different organism, it was important to only assign the GO
terms of the closest hit to prevent misidentification and
misclassification. This was difficult for most proteins in our
study since all the closest hits in the UniProtKB database
were electronically annotated and often lacked GO information. Consequently, 69% of all proteins identified for
CCMP1516 could not be assigned a subcellular location
and 45% did not have a designated process. Relative
proportions of membrane-related proteins are therefore
likely to be higher than reported for each sample, as are
the proportions relating to associated processes.

Discussion
Protein Identification Using the BUDAPEST Pipeline
E. huxleyi plays an important biogeochemical role in the
oceans. However, its underlying biochemistry and physiology are poorly understood. The problems of protein
extraction from macroalgae species are well documented
(Wong et al. 2006; Contreras et al. 2008; Nagai et al. 2008;
Wang et al. 2009) and versatile protein extraction protocols
did not exist for E. huxleyi prior to this investigation.
Accordingly, in this study, we have developed highly
adaptable methods for extracting proteins from this organism as well as an efficient strategy for identifying E. huxleyi
proteins using available EST data. These methods remove
interfering substances that have previously compromised
the fractionation of E. huxleyi proteins by SDS-PAGE gels
and rendered protein quantification assays ineffective. Of
the alternative methods developed, decalcification and
hypersonication are likely to be more versatile than protein
extraction by boiling, which was not always reproducible
and is incompatible with enzymatic assays.
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Using the BUDAPEST strategy, 83 different consensus
sequences in 41 clusters were identified for NZEH, 68 in 33
clusters for CCMP1516 and 63 in 35 clusters for
CCMP371. This resulted in 80 positive protein assignments
overall, of which 74 had BLAST-detectable homology (e<
10−4) with known proteins. Cross-species Mascot searches
against protein data yielded an additional 19 proteins,
bringing the total number of distinct proteins to 99 when
overlapping identifications (by nomenclature) were taken
into account.
Since many clusters have multiple consensus sequences,
it is likely that numerous variants are present for some of
the proteins. For example, it is possible that “unknown
protein 1” (strain NZEH with four sequences in its cluster)
may represent at least two isoforms of an unknown protein
since sequence 11a has distinct peptides to sequences 11b, c
and d (ESM Data 3). However, in most instances, further
sequence data (e.g. a fully annotated genome) would be the
only way to determine the nature of these different
consensus sequences with more confidence.

coated vesicles (Pearse 1976; Crowther and Pearse 1981)
which transport proteins and lipids in eukaryote cells
(Kirchhausen 2000) and participate in many membrane
trafficking pathways, including those operating from the
trans-Golgi network (Lewin and Mellman 1998;
Kirchhausen 2000). Current evidence suggests that coccolith
formation (coccolithogenesis) in E. huxleyi occurs in
coccolith vesicles that derive from the Golgi (Westbroek et
al. 1989; de Vrind-de Jong and de Vrind 1997; Young and
Henriksen 2003). Since clathrin-coated vesicles contain VATPases (Forgac 2000), it is plausible that some of these
components could play a role in the alkalinisation of a
clathrin-coated structure for coccolithogenesis. Interestingly,
a proteomics-based study on the diatom T. pseudonana also
found that clathrin was highly abundant (Nunn et al. 2009).
Since diatoms are encased by biogenically precipitated silica,
it was proposed that clathrin could be a component of silica
deposition vesicles (Nunn et al. 2009).

Roles of the Identified Proteins

The proteomic data obtained in this study both validate the
limited genomic data available for E. huxleyi and reveal some
interesting facets of its biology. For example, the analysis
confirmed the expression of a modular polyketide synthase
type I (PKS) protein which was recently predicted from
unannotated trace reads of the E. huxleyi genome sequence
(John et al. 2008). Polyketides are a diverse group of natural
products that are extremely important from a medicinal
perspective, possessing various antibiotic, antifungal, anticancer and immunosuppressive properties (Staunton and
Weissman 2001). Until recently, it was thought that type I
PKS proteins were found exclusively within bacteria or
fungi. However, it has now been reported that some protists
such as dinoflagellates (Snyder et al. 2003, 2005) and the
parasite Cryptosporidium parvum also possess type I PKS
(Zhu et al. 2002), although phylogenetic analysis indicates
that type I PKS presence within protist groups is sparse and
patchy (John et al. 2008). Since E. huxleyi completely
dominates the vast blooms that it forms (Holligan et al.
1983), it is possible that polyketides could be used to
minimize grazing pressure or gain an advantage over other
coccolithophore, diatom and phytoplankton species.
Whilst DNA sequencing technology has made enormous
progress, fully sequencing and annotating genomes still
requires a considerable investment of resources and
expertise. This is particularly the case for a eukaryote
genome and it follows that the vast majority of organisms
on the planet will have completely unknown or only
partially characterized genome sequences for the foreseeable future. This lack of genomic information significantly
complicates proteomic analyses, which typically rely
heavily on such data for the robust identification of

Identified components are associated with a range of
cellular processes, including photosynthesis, protein folding
and numerous metabolic pathways such as nitrogen
metabolism (carbamoyl phosphate synthetase for the first
step of the urea cycle), glycolysis (phosphoglycerate
kinase) and the citric acid cycle (isocitrate dehydrogenase).
Given the prodigious rate of calcification exhibited by E.
huxleyi strains such as NZEH and CCMP371, some of the
abundant proteins that we have robustly identified could also
have roles in the currently uncharacterized carbon mineralisation process. For example, the regulation of carbonic
anhydrase (identified for strain NZEH), which is a key
enzyme in the carbon concentrating mechanism of phytoplankton and catalyzes the interconversion of CO2 and water
with bicarbonate and protons (Raven and Beardall 2003),
has also been linked to biomineralisation in coccolithophores
(Isenberg et al. 2007). Further examples include the ATP
synthase (ATPase) subunits, in particular the vacuolar
ATPase (V-ATPase) units that were detected for all three
strains. Calcium-stimulated V-ATPase activity has been
demonstrated on calcifying vesicle membranes of the related
species Pleurochrysis carterae (Araki and Gonzalez 1998)
and has been suggested to maintain an alkali pH consistent
with CaCO3 formation within these compartments (Corstjens
et al. 2001). It is plausible that some of the ATPase subunits
identified within this study form part of a complex within E.
huxleyi membranes with a similar function. The presence of
clathrin heavy chain may also have significance since
clathrin-coated vesicles have been reported to contain VATPases (Forgac 2000). Clathrin is a major component of

Validation of Previously Hypothetical Components
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proteins. Generating EST libraries from transcribed genes is
currently considerably more cost-effective than full genome
sequencing and annotation. However, the accurate assembly and annotation of ESTs from phylogenetically isolated
organisms such as E. huxleyi presents challenges because of
the lack of homologous sequence data. It is also difficult to
distinguish sequencing errors from polymorphisms; when
ESTs are obtained from a publically available database,
sequence quality is also generally unknown.
Despite these problems associated with ESTs, we have
demonstrated that it is possible to obtain robust proteomic
data in the absence of extensive genomic sequence data.
For this reason, the custom-designed pipeline BUDAPEST
is therefore likely to be applicable to many studies
involving marine organisms. Since protein extraction
methods developed are versatile, future studies combining
these approaches with quantitative proteomic methods will
increase our understanding of responses to environmental
change and the biochemistry of E. huxleyi with respect to
calcification and other pathways of global biogeochemical
significance.
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